
1992 ANZAPAPOLL RESI JI TS

MY FAVOURITE WRITER IN ANZAPA MY FAVOURITE ANZAPAZINE

1. Bruce Gillespie 1. brg - Bruce

2. Roger Weddall 2. Exhvstentialism - Roger

3. David Grigg 3. Megatheriums for Breakfast - David

4. Jan MacNally / Leanne Frahm (tie)o
5. Weller / Jane Tisell / Terry Frost (3 way tie)

FAVOURITE ANZAPA MAILING COMMENTER FAVOURITE SINGLE ISSUE ANZAPAZINE*

1. Bruce Gillespie 1. iira - Bruce

2. Roger Weddall 2. Singular Productions

3. Alan Stewart 3. Gerald and Womble

4. Jeanne Mealy Land of 10.000 Loons - Jeanne4.

5. David Grigg Megatheriums for Breakfast - David5.

*******************************
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Bruce had a total of 103 points, with Roger on 66, David with 49, Jocko with 33 and Jeanne 
with 29. Other members who received votes, but didn't come in the top five in any category were: 
Marc, LynC and Clive, Lyn, Kim, Jenny, Linnette and Richard, Sue and Kelly.

(I forgot to mention that any votes for me would not be counted, but this was not a problem as it 
wouldn’t have affected the overall result.)

* I tried to work it out so that a single issue could be identified, but found it impossible because a 
number of voters didn’t specify which issue they were voting for. I don’t think the overall result 
would have changed.

4. Singular Productions (Various) I 
Module - Michael

THE DEW PRESIDERT IS (SURPRISE, SURPRISE):
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5. Ytterbium - Alan



SOME INTERESTING COMMENTS:

FAVOURITE TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR

* Mentioned more than once.
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WOW that’s half the membership!

(I decided it was the president’s duty not to influence the result by voting.)

The following responded to the poll, because they hold dear the responsibilities that go with the 
membership or because they were worried by my threat and/or plea. Only they know why they voted.

Jocko - “I did this because Cath thrust it into my hand and insisted. I had to vote for us because 
who else will.”
(As you can see from the results others did vote for you anyway.)

“I love Ail of them.”
"What? In this lot, you ahve to be joking, how the heck could I possible pock one out from 
amongst so manyl”
Titellation
Clive Newall and LynX
menaced out
Roger’s title - though that might have been intentional.
“I can’t comment - I’m an English teacher!”

Thanks to everyone who voted and congratulations to Bruce for being clearly the most popular 
ANZAPANI

FAVOURITE ANZAPAZINE TITLE
Quiet a few scored a mention here

Fuffv - because everyone gets it wrong the first time.
Sinnletted Profiteroles present . . . . - The longest title on record.
Jan Kicked and Clawed Her Wav to the Top *- for the confusion it caused over Jan’s name.
Tisellation *
Megatheriums for Breakfast * -because I live in hope of seeing non-Nesbit quotes. I’ve spent 
many happy hours torturing the words into something along the lives of “Meg, a fairy on ...” or 
“Mega, the um(s)pire ...”
An Island of Dubious Sanity in a Sea of Cannibal Yuppies * - ‘cause I feel like that quite a lot of the 
time.
The OBE
If you fuck with Anzapa
Mv Butcher is a Scientologist *
Fan'attic
Burv Mv Soul At Exit 63
You really know you're home when you find a wombat in vour bed *
Slavdomania *
Gobbets *

Gerald and Womble, David, Jan, Kim, Lyn, Alan, Clive and LynC, Jenny, Michael, Jocko and 
Marc.


